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**SOURCE**

RedState

Posted at 5:30pm on January 13, 2017

**REVIEW**

Article explains what happened, but includes author’s opinions.

His rhetoric is unhelpful and divisive…. Democrats don’t really care about unity, they only care about power….I have a great deal of respect for the work of John Lewis during the Civil Rights Era, that is no excuse for his behavior now though.

**MOTIVE**

We have three goals at RedState:

1) Educate conservatives
2) Motivate conservatives to get involved in the political process
3) Activate conservatives through RedState’s support and tools.

**AUTHORITY**

Mickey White’s credentials are not given, but a review of other stories he has written show his conservative point of view.

**TWO-SOURCE TEST**


---

On January 13, 2017, Joel تستر, Red Deer, and John A.amp;Grona, opined on the political landscape in the United States and its implications for civil rights. They emphasized the importance of solidarity in the wake of the presidential election.

In their analysis, they highlighted the role of news media in shaping public perception and called for greater accountability. They also critiqued the lack of engagement among civil rights organizations, suggesting a need for renewed effort and collaboration.

They concluded by encouraging a more inclusive and cooperative approach to address the challenges facing the country.
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It is critical to understand how news media operates and its role in shaping public opinion. The analysis of sources and the examination of motives are essential steps in evaluating news websites.

---

Mickey White's credentials are not given, but a review of other stories he has written show his conservative point of view.

**About RedState**

RedState is a political news website that focuses on conservative perspectives. It aims to educate, motivate, and activate conservative viewers through its content and tools.

**Posting Date**

January 13, 2017

**Author**

Mickey White

---

On January 13, 2017, RedState published an article titled 'All Talk,' 'No Action,' Says Trump in Twitter Attack on Civil Rights Icon. The article discussed President Donald Trump's actions and comments related to civil rights.

---

John L. Lewis, a civil rights icon, was targeted by Trump in a Twitter attack. Lander and Blake analyzed the content, highlighting Trump's rhetoric and its implications.
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